Paul’s Events
Wales Weekend
Glynhir Estate

Model’s
Guide to the Event

Thank you for joining us in Wales. Our weekend at the Glynhir Estate in Wales is the result of many years
of development, constantly listening to visitor feedback and making subtle improvements. This is
intended to ensure everyone has a great time and leaves with some great images and quite likely some
new friends too. This guide should be read in conjunction with the terms and conditions document you
were sent as this guide contains practical tips and suggestions rather than a set of ‘rules’
Throughout the weekend I will be available as will Phil, to assist you, support you and deals with any
concerns you may have. Please don’t hesitate to speak to us in confidence if anything at all bothers you.

Travel Arrangements
Planning your travel to Glynhir is easy as it’s not far from the M4
motorway (Don’t forget the toll bridge.) It takes about 3 hours from
Reading and trains are available from Bristol and Birmingham to
Ammanford but these have limited frequency. Just call me if you need any
advice regarding travel – but please don’t leave it till the last minute.
Contact Details
You can contact me on 07930 462906, (Phil 07791 662239) mobile
coverage is patchy at the mansion but usable. There is also limited Wi Fi
coverage available in the mansion house lounge.

Arrival & Friday Itinerary
Please arrange to arrive no later than 14:00 as this is our plan for Friday:
o

Arrival

14:00

o

Room Allocation

14:00 – 14:30

o

Meet in Mansion Guest Lounge

15:00 – 15:30

o

Photographers tour of Estate and grounds

15:30 – 16:30

o

Group Shoot/Icebreaker

17:00

o

Dinner

19:00

During Friday afternoon you will have the opportunity to meet the photographers as well as the other
models. There will be some free time between 15.30 and 17:00 for you to relax and prepare for the
icebreaker shoot. You will be advised of the theme before the event.
Saturday & Sunday Itinerary
Saturday

Day 2.

Breakfast

8:00

Shoot 1 (includes time for a potential break)

09:30 – 13:00

Lunch

13:00 – 14:00.

Shoot 2 (includes time for a potential break)

14:00 – 17:30

Dinner

19:00

Sunday

Day 3

Breakfast

8:00

Shoot 1 (includes time for a potential break)

09:30 – 13:00

Lunch

13:00 – 14:00.

Shoot 2 (includes time for a potential break)

14:00 – 17:30

Dinner (for those staying Sunday Night only)

19:00

You will see from the above that each day will consist of six hours shooting time, split into two separate
three-hour sessions.

The Property
You will be provided with a map of the
estate to help you identify the key locations
as well as your shooting schedule upon
arrival. This is an important document so
please take good care of it. It is important
you and your photographer(s) adhere to
the published times including meal times to
ensure the event runs smoothly and to
schedule.
If for any reason you choose to leave the
estate at any time during the weekend I
would appreciate it if you make us aware of this so you can be accounted for in the event of an
emergency.
Glynhir offers inside and outside shooting opportunities as well as a splendid waterfall (weather
conditions permitting). There are more than enough unique shooting locations to keep everyone
occupied for days, although I accept that some may be more popular than others.
The waterfall is a dramatic backdrop for some superb images and
most photographers choose to shoot their model nude in that
location. It is safe provided care is taken but may not be suitable
for everyone. Phil and I will be on hand to make sure the shoots
are safe and are kept to a minimum to ensure you do not get too
cold. One of us will assist you into the water, up-stream and take
care of you whilst in the water. Your safety and welfare is of
utmost importance to us. You will not be put at risk!
Courtesy of rezamahmood.net

You will need to wear suitable shoes and clothes to and from the waterfall and I would suggest old
trainers, deck shoes or wellington boots for in the water. You do however need to expect to get water in
your boots and some clothes wet whilst wading in the stream to access the waterfall. The water can be
pretty cold, even in the summer.
Depending on the conditions it may not be possible to shoot at the waterfall at all.

Model’s Accommodation
All models are accommodated in a separate building from the
photographers as I understand and appreciate how hard you work, that
you put in some pretty long hours and are therefore entitled to a bit of
peace and quiet and some privacy when not working.
The Model accommodation is not intended to be used as recreational
space by photographers and the food and drink supplied in the house is
for the models use only. Refreshments and communal space is available
to photographers at all times in the main house lounge.
Appropriate signage will be displayed on the door to the model
accommodation to reinforce the message that only models and staff
should be using this space. I therefore ask you not to encourage
photographers to enter the model accommodation if at all possible.
I have informed photographers that they are politely requested NOT to
enter the model’s accommodation except when invited to do so by a model to choose clothing etc.
Hot baths and showers are provided as is heating. Please not however that Glynhir is an old premises
and quaintly rustic. As a result some services may not be to quite the same standard as in a 5* hotel. If
you experience any issues whatsoever with your accommodation, speak to us as we can’t resolve such
things if we don’t know about them!
Food & Drink
All meals and refreshments are provided and we take meals together.
You are welcome to bring their own evening drinks if you wish and many do as there are no drinks on
sale at Glynhir.
After dinner socialising with the photographers in particular is completely optional. Some photographers
choose to retire to their rooms to plan, edit upload etc. Others choose to relax in the Brewhouse lounge.
Models are very welcome to join us in the Brewhouse, equally if you wish to relax with other models or
on your own that is entirely up to you.
Please note the nearest shops are 2 miles away in Llandybie or for a better selection including Tesco, 2.5
miles away in Ammanford. I would therefore suggest you arrive with any snacks, bottled water, drinks
to have with meals or in the evening with you. Please also be sure to bring with you any additional
items you might need for the weekend such as medical supplies etc.

Clothing
Naturally we are exposed to all the great British weather can chuck at us so it is sensible to consider
suitable clothing for moving between locations or staying warm between shoots. I would definitely
recommend bringing a long warm coat – some models have even been known to bring hot water
bottles!
Throughout the weekend dress is very casual and comfortable, including for meal times.
Communicating
Past experience tells me that occasionally groups of photographers on event
shoots lose the ability to communicate effectively, not only with each other but
with the models too. I have seen groups where no communication or planning has
taken place, the subsequent shoot is disorganised and nobody really feels like they
made the most of it – that is a great shame.
Whilst this is the responsibility of the photographers I would recommend keeping
an eye out for it as you will want to know in advance what to wear for the next
session, where they photographers intend shooting and what the concept is.
I tell photographers it doesn’t matter if they choose to shoot in succession or allocate sections of time to
each other but the important thing is they find and agree on a style of shooting that suits all members of
the group and is acceptable to the model.
I expect them to respect each other and most importantly, the model. If you feel there is friction within
any group please bring it to my or Phil’s attention so we can keep a discrete eye on the situation.
I do strictly frown on them shooting over each other (Pap style) as that really doesn’t work and they
have been told this.
I encourage them to speak to their model as how on earth will you know what they want if you don’t
speak to you? I remind them that most of you have done this or similar trips before and are all very
experienced and will as a result, have lots to contribute. Also whilst you will be happy to work outside in
less than ideal weather they need to take good care of you and be considerate to your needs.
Please be sure to arrive at your allocated group/location promptly at the start of your session.
Model Release
The weekend shoot is intended for portfolio development including competitions and online forums and
the images shot are not intended for commercial use. Photographer may request you sign a noncommercial release. If you have any issue with this please speak to us.

Groups
You will be provided with a plan that includes your allocated shooting groups (photographers) and
timetable at the welcome meeting on Friday afternoon.
Please take time to study these and if there is anything you are not happy with or don’t understand
please speak to me or Phil without delay. As I said earlier, it is essential everyone sticks to the rota and
in particular with regards to times.
Just to reiterate, you will get to shoot with four photographers/groups of photographers during the
weekend so will not necessarily shoot with all the photographers.
Safety First.
o
o
o

o

Be aware and don’t take risks, model, photographer and staff safety is of the utmost importance.
It’s the photographers’ responsibility to evaluate the risk not the models, however we all have a
responsibility to ensure nobody is put at risk.
WATERFALL – it is crucial that whilst in the vicinity of the waterfall you follow exactly any
instructions or direction given by me or Phil. We will assist you to get to the water’s edge, into the
water and to the waterfall. We will stay with you whilst you are shooting. Your safety is our
responsibility; we take that responsibility VERY seriously so please do the same.
NOBODY is permitted to visited the water fall or stream unless accompanied by me or Phil. In the
unlikely event a photographer asks you to flout this rule please let us know.

In summary

I’ve no intention of introducing anymore rules than there needs to be but there are one or two
things I have made clear to the photographers.
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

Disruptive or abusive behaviour and comments will not be tolerated, a warning will be given and
if repeated you will be asked to leave and no refund will be given – just have fun and respect the
other photographers, the models and staff.
‘Grabbed’ shots taken while a model is getting into pose are unnecessary, unacceptable and will
not be tolerated
Photographers should stay with their group for the weekend as these have been carefully
planned, however mutual changing of groups can be considered in exceptional circumstances
Paul’s Events Wales Weekend is provided as a leisure activity and not a commercial shoot. If any
photographer intends to take images for commercial use then please discuss this with me
BEFORE commencing shooting.
Ensure the model for your session is aware of you plans and knows what to wear/bring.
Allow for clothes and location changes.
Consider carefully how long you will be at each location and don’t over run.

Group Shoot Guidelines
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Respect the models, other photographers and treat everyone fairly.
Ensure the models do not get overly cold or uncomfortable – always consider their welfare.
Work with the model in turn and shoot on a one to one basis. Only shoot when it’s your turn!
Ensure everyone gets fair one to one time with the model.
Quality shots count and not quantity. Don’t just click away but work with the model, a few good
shots are far more effective than a card full of bad ones.
Guide and direct the model, don’t tell the model how to pose, all our models are very experienced
so just offer guidance not instruction.
Don’t over-shoot or overwork the model, there really is nothing to be gained from this.
Think before you ask the model to change location, clothing or hair.
Don’t ask the model to do something that may adversely affect following shots like get hair wet, get
dirty etc.
Don’t distract the model.
Value and embrace other photographer’s ideas and suggestions, you may learn something new.
Plan your team’s locations and agree times. Allow everyone in the group to input to the plan.
Ensure you make the most of the opportunities this superb location has to offer.
Be sure you have fun, enjoy the day and shoots some good images.
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